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Tight binding lattices offer a unique platform in which particles may be either static or mobile depending on
the potential barrier between the sites. How to harness this mobility in a many-site lattice for useful operations
is still an open question. We show how effective linear optics-like operations between arbitrary lattice sites can
be implemented by a minimal local control which introduces a local impurity in the middle of the lattice. In
particular we show how striking is the difference of the two possible correlations with and without the impurity.
Our scheme enables the observation of the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect between distant wells without moving them
next to each other with, e.g., tweezers. Moreover, we show that a tunable Mach-Zehnder interferometer is
implemented adding a step-like potential, and we prove the robustness of our linear optics scheme to inter-
particle interactions.
Linear optical networks are indispensable tools for both
fundamental investigations of quantum interference phenom-
ena and for practical applications. Beam splitters acting on
two modes enable one to design simple two output interferom-
eters such as the Mach-Zehnder and to observe bosonic behav-
ior of two incident particles in the most striking way through
the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect where the probability of one pho-
ton in each output is completely suppressed. The same types
of effects form the bedrock of linear optical quantum compu-
tation [1, 2], and of the boson sampling device [3–7]. The re-
cent atomic realization of a controlled beam splitter in a dou-
ble well potential [8] highlights the importance of atomic lin-
ear optics. This, and the recent unprecedented abilities to ini-
tialize and measure the positions of individual atoms [9–12],
raise the intriguing question: can we use a many-site lattice
for performing arbitrary linear-optics operations? Large lat-
tices are indeed required for many applications, such as boson
sampling where the complexity increases dramatically when
the number sites is much larger than the number of particles.
At a first glance, the realization of arbitrary operations
seems improbable, as atoms on a multi-site lattice typically
perform a “quantum walk” which is dispersive. This severely
limits the observability even of basic linear-optics effects,
such as bosonic bunching and/or fermionic anti-bunching,
as the particles quickly spread out between multiple modes
[9, 10, 13–19]. In fact, such phenomena cannot be observed
unless the particles are nearest neighbors or in the same site
[18], even in the interacting case [9, 10]. Obviously a new
methodology is required in an atomic multi-site lattice for neat
two mode demonstrations of such effects (as with two photons
on a beam splitter [20] or matter waves [21]).
Motivated as above we show (i) how to implement remote
linear optics via the dynamics of trapped neutral atoms inter-
acting via the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian; (ii) how to improve
the efficiency of our scheme by introducing a minimal engi-
neering of the couplings. Unlike other studies to simulate spe-
cific linear optical effects [8, 22, 23], our purpose is to convert
the tight-binding lattice to a wire for scalable and arbitrary
linear optics transformation between static atoms in distant
sites (stationary and measurable both “before” and “after” the
linear optics operation), with minimal control.
The first step to pursue this goal is the development of a
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FIG. 1. Scheme for remote linear optics in a multi-site open bound-
ary lattice. Two particles initially in distant sites undergo an effec-
tive linear-optics transformation through scattering across an optical
impurity. Free space evolution is replaced by “quantum walk” in a
lattice.
scalable procedure to realize a beam splitter transformation
between sites which are far from each other (cf. Fig.1). In
our scheme, a tunable remote beam splitter is realized by in-
serting a local static defect at a single site in the lattice, as
shown in Fig. 1. This enables us to study the two-mode Hong-
Ou-Mandel effect, as well as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer,
between atoms at two distant lattice sites. Despite that dis-
persion limits the observability of linear optical effects in our
system for an unmodulated chain, for long chains we show
quantitatively that the efficiency of our scheme is close to one,
once we introduce minimal engineering schemes for the cou-
plings, that are within the feasibility in current experiments.
On the other hand, for some transformations, a unit efficiency
can be achieved at the expense of a full engineering of the cou-
plings [24]. Moreover, compared to Ref. [24] we also show
how to introduce an additional tunable phase factor suitable
for interferometric applications. To appreciate the robustness
of linear optics with interacting atoms we study the transition
from bunching to anti-bunching as a function of the on-site in-
teraction U and we find that the critical value for the transition
is curiously close to the superfluid-Mott critical point.
There are many schemes to implement quantum operations
between two atoms using an active transport of the particles
or an active reshaping of the lattice. For instance, quantum
gates have been implemented with Rydberg atoms [27, 28]
and in double well systems [31, 32], using a combination of
suitably designed pulses and natural interactions, and with
2spin dependent optical lattices [25, 26] using controlled colli-
sions. Controlled interactions, via Feshbach pulses in optical
lattices, have been proposed to perform operations between
actively movable and static register atoms [29, 30]. On the
other hand, our proposal exploits the natural atom dynamics in
a time-independent configuration, and therefore makes more
straightforward its experimental realization within the current
technology.
I. REMOTE LINEAR OPTICS VIA QUANTUM WALKS
As a paradigmatic model we use the single band Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian which in one dimension reads [33]
H = −
L−1∑
j=1
J j
2
[
a
†
ja j+1 + h.c.
]
+
L∑
j=1
[U j
2
n j(n j − 1) − µ j n j
]
,
(1)
being a†j (a j) the boson creation (annihilation) operators,
n j=a†ja j the number operator, L the lattice sites, J j the tun-
neling rate, U j the on-site interaction and µ j the local chemi-
cal potential. Firstly we consider the case of a uniform chain
Jn=J, Un=U. In the fermionic case we model the system as in
(1) with the operators a j substituted by their fermionic coun-
terparts and U=0. By varying the ratio U/J the system under-
goes a quantum phase transition to the Mott insulator phase
where the number of particles per lattice site is fixed to a con-
stant value that depends on the parameters (J,U, µ) [34, 35].
A physical realization of the tight-binding model (1) is with
cold atoms in optical lattices both for bosons [36, 37], hard-
core bosons [38] and fermions [39, 40]. Alternative imple-
mentations are systems of interacting polaritons [41], coupled
quantum dots [42] and photonic lattices [43]. The optical lat-
tice implementation has in particular several appealing fea-
tures, because it represents a good balance between insula-
tion from the environment and excellent controllability. The
site dependent coupling constants in (1) can be tuned via ad-
dressable optical lattices [44], created projecting an electric
field profile via holographic masks [45] or via micro-mirror
devices [9]. The system exhibits excellent coherence proper-
ties due to the weak coupling with the environment, whereas
decoherence effects are mainly due to spontaneous emission
[46]. These can be strongly suppressed when a blue-detuned
light is employed to create the lattice, allowing a quasi-unitary
particle dynamics [46, 47].
Finally the amount of control available in current exper-
iments allows single particle initialization and read-out via
single-atom addressing techniques and fluorescence imaging
microscopy [45, 48–50]. Once in the Mott insulating phase,
the system can be initialized via single site addressing in a
state with a few localised particles, and the dynamics of a sin-
gle traveling particle [11] and of two (interacting) particles
[9, 10] can be observed. State preparation fidelity is around
98% while single atom detection is possible with efficiency
around 99% [50, 51]. Due to light-assisted collisions and pair-
wise atom loss in fluorescence imaging, pairs of atoms in the
same site are detected applying a magnetic gradient before
the fluorescence detection technique [9]. Some progresses
have been made recently via occupation-dependent interplane
transport [52].
All linear optics operations can be performed with beam
splitters, phase shifters and mirrors [53]. We first focus on im-
plementing tunable beam-splitter operations between distant
sites in an optical lattice via the scheme displayed in Fig. 1.
We consider an odd chain (L=2N+1) with a local potential
on site N+1 which gives rise to an impurity in the chemical
potential [36]: µ j=µ+Jβ δN+1, j. Once the particle number is
fixed, the constant term µ only produces an irrelevant global
phase. On the other hand, the potential barrier β favors the
splitting of an incoming particle into a transmitted and a re-
flected component. We set the initial position of the parti-
cle on site 1 and we define the transmission and reflection
coefficients (T and R respectively) as T (t)=〈0|aL e−itH a†1|0〉,
R(t)=〈0|a1 e−itH a†1|0〉, being |0〉 the vacuum state. R(t) repre-
sents the probability amplitude that the particle returns to site
1 after time t, while T (t) is the probability amplitude to reach
the opposite end (site L) on time t. Due to the symmetries of
the system, the same coefficients also describe the case of a
particle initially located on the end site L. These initial lo-
cations are chosen to force the particles to travel on a single
direction, namely towards the optical impurity and ultimately
towards the other end. We find analytical expressions for T (t)
and R(t) by using a technique for computing eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of a quasi-uniform tridiagonal matrix [54]. De-
tails of the calculations are reported in appendix A. For the
relevant values of β the coefficients T (t) and/or R(t) display
their first maximum at the same time (hereafter named t∗),
which do not depend on β. Therefore t∗ coincides with the
transmission time of the β=0 case (t∗≈NJ−1 with some finite
size corrections [55]).
Via the coefficients R(t∗) and T (t∗) we define an effective
beam splitter operator whose input ports are sites 1 and L at
time t=0, and whose output ports are the same sites at time t∗:
S (t∗) =
(
R(t∗) T (t∗)
T (t∗) R(t∗)
)
≈ D

β
i+β
−i
i+β
−i
i+β
β
i+β
 + O(L−1) , (2)
where the second equality holds for L≫1. Details of the cal-
culations are in Appendix A. The effective beam splitter oper-
ator Eq.(2) is the product of a damping factor D=O(L−1/3) and
a unitary matrix ˜S=S (t∗)/D. The damping factor is due to the
non-linear dispersion relation of the model: the wavefunction
is not perfectly reconstructed at t∗ and there is some probabil-
ity to find the particle far from the ends. However the factor
|D| can be made arbitrary close to one with a further engineer-
ing of the couplings that avoids wave-packet dispersion. We
specifically address this point in the following section. Eq. (2)
quantifies the splitting of traveling particles into transmitted
and reflected components. For β→0 there is just the transmit-
ted component, whereas for β→∞ only the reflected compo-
nent is non-zero; a 50/50 beam splitter is implemented when
β=β50/50=1. For finite L there is a O(L−2/3) correction to the
value of β50/50 which is therefore obtained numerically, via ex-
act diagonalization methods, by imposing |R(t∗)|=|T (t∗)|. The
3FIG. 2. (color online) Reflection and transmission coefficients for a
single particle. Amplitudes R(t) and T (t) and relative phase (inset) as
a function of time for a uniform chain with L=51 and β=β50/50≃0.95
in the initial state |ψ(t=0)〉=a†|0〉. The transfer time is t∗≃55/J.
dynamics of R(t) and T (t) in the 50/50 regime is shown in
Fig. 2 when L=51. In Fig. 3 we report the results obtained for
the β50/50 values and for the factor D as a function of the chain
length L for the uniform chain (red points). The damping fac-
tor is investigated via the output probability P50/50L =|T (t∗)|2 as
a function of the chain length L, for a single particle in the
initial state |ψ(0)〉=a†1|0〉. We note that particle dispersion lim-
its the observability of the beam splitter effects in long chains.
In the following section we analyze how an extra minimal en-
gineering of the couplings can improve the efficiency of our
scheme.
A. Efficiency improvement via engineered coupling schemes
Wave-packet dispersion during the hopping dynamics can
be drastically reduced by engineering the couplings of the lat-
tice. By using a full-engineering of the interactions one can
obtain a perfect transmission to arbitrary distant sites [24, 56–
59]. However, the full-engineering could be too demand-
ing [60] in comparison with the level of fidelity required for
the implementation of most quantum information processing
tasks. In fact, for many practical purposes, an almost perfect
transfer, achieved with a minimal engineering [61, 62], pro-
vides a high enough fidelity without requiring a fine tuning of
many parameters.
Motived by the pursuit of minimal control strategies, we
consider two optimal transfer engineering schemes, that re-
quire respectively the control of the first and the last tunnel-
ing couplings [61], or the control of the first two and last two
couplings [62]. We refer to the first coupling patterns as the
“optimal couplings” while we call the latter one as the “dou-
ble optimal coupling”, and we compare them with the uni-
form coupling case. As for the uniform case the β impurity
represents a local perturbation whose effect is to split the in-
coming particle wavefunction |ψ(t=0)〉=a†1|0〉 and to produce
a beam splitting effect. In Fig. 3 we study as a function of
FIG. 3. (color online) (top) Optimal value of β for the 50/50 beam
splitting effect as function of the chain length for (red) uniform
couplings, (orange) optimal couplings and (black) the double opti-
mal coupling scheme. The grey dotted line is the asymptotic value
β50/50=1. (bottom) Output probability P50/50L =|T (t∗)|2 as a function of
the chain length L for |ψ(t=0〉=a† |0〉, when β=β50/50.
the chain length L both the value of β that fulfills the 50/50
condition, and the output probability P50/50L =|T (t∗)|2, whose
deviation from the ideal case (P50/50L =0.5) shows the effect of
the damping factor D. We observe that, for fixed L, the im-
purity strength β in the optimal coupling schemes is closer to
the asymptotic value β50/50=1, compared to the uniform case.
Moreover, from the analysis of P50/50L , we observe that the
optimal coupling schemes, in particularly the double optimal
one, offer a remarkable improvement of the transmission qual-
ity compared to the uniform case, and enable one to obtain an
almost ideal beam splitting behavior. This is of fundamental
importance for the experimental realization and for technolog-
ical applications.
B. Even Chain
It is worth mentioning that the previous scheme, valid for
odd chains, can be applied to even chains by replacing the im-
purity in the chemical potential with a coupling impurity J′ in
the middle of the chain. As for the odd chain case, the Hamil-
4tonian in the single particle sector is a quasi-uniform tridiag-
onal matrix. This allows us to evaluate how the reflection and
the transmission coefficients depend on the impurity strength
η=J′/J in the limit of L≫1. The effective beam splitter oper-
ator S (t∗) is evaluated in Appendix B and it is
S (t∗) =
(
R(t∗) T (t∗)
T (t∗) R(t∗)
)
≈ D

1−η2
1+η2
−2iη
1+η2
−2iη
1+η2
1−η2
1+η2
 + O(L−1) , (3)
From the latter we find that a 50/50 beam splitter is obtained
when η=
√
2−1. Deviations from this value due to finite size
effects have been investigated, as for the odd chain, by a nu-
merical minimization of the difference between the reflection
and the transmission coefficients. In Fig. 4 we plot the ob-
tained optimal strength η50/50 as function of the chain length
L and the resulting output probability P50/50L =|T (t∗)|2 at the
transmission time, using different engineering schemes. Qual-
itatively, the results obtained for even chains are comparable
with those found in the odd chain case.
FIG. 4. (color online) (top) Optimal value of η for the 50/50 beam
splitting effect as function of the chain length for (red) uniform
coupling scheme, (orange) optimal couplings, and (black) double
optimal couplings. The grey constant line represents the asymp-
totic value for L≫1, namely η=
√
2−1. (bottom) Output probability
P50/50L =|T (t∗)|2 as a function of the chain length L for |ψ(t=0〉=a†|0〉,
when η=η50/50.
II. LONG DISTANCE HONG-OU-MANDEL
INTERFERENCE
The possibility to generate an effective beam splitter trans-
formation between distant sites opens up to generate multi-
particle interference effects. Peculiar quantum statistical ef-
fects appear when there are two traveling particles initially lo-
cated at opposite boundary sites 1, L. When U→∞ the Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian (1) describes hard-core bosons and the
system is equivalent, via the Jordan-Wigner transformation,
to a spin- 12 chain with XX interactions [33]. In our simula-
tions, the dynamics of hard-core bosons and fermions are in-
distinguishable. The evolution is described in the Schro¨dinger
picture by the state |Ψ(t)〉=∑ jk Ab/ fjk (t)a†ja†k |0〉, where the sub-
script b/ f explicitly denotes the bosonic/fermionic case. Here
Abjk(t)=A jk(t)/
√
1 + δ jk for two bosons, while A fjk(t)=A jk(t)
for two fermions. The amplitudes A jk(t) evolve through
the Schro¨dinger equation as i ˙A jk(t)=∑mn K jk,mnAmn(t), where
A jk(0)=δ j1δkL and K jk,mn is obtained from (1) via the alge-
bra of commutation relations and ~≡1. We set A jk=0 for j>k
( j≥k) for bosons (fermions).
The two-particle interference effects are studied via the
correlator Pb/ fjk (t)=〈Ψ(t)|a†ja†kaka j|Ψ(t)〉 between two sites j,k
( j≤k) [63] that in turn can be expressed in terms of proba-
bility amplitudes A jk(t) by using the Wick theorem. When
U=0 the model is quasi-free and Pb/ f1L (t)=|T 2(t)±R2(t)|2,
Pb11(t)=PbLL(t)=4|T (t)R(t)|2. This quantity is experimentally
accessible in an optical lattice implementation [9–11]. In the
specific, in Ref.[9] single particles are initialized in the lat-
tice and pairs of atoms in the same site are separated, with a
magnetic gradient, prior to the detection to avoid light-assisted
collision processes.
Owing to the explicit expression of the effective beam
splitter operator (2), one obtains perfect bunching (anti-
bunching) with bosons (fermions) at time t∗ when β=β50/50.
In Fig. 5 we show the correlator Pi j for two particle initially
in |ψ(0)〉=a†1a†L|0〉 for a chain with L=21 at t=18J−1 (before t∗
to avoid boundary effects) in the 50/50 beam splitter config-
uration, namely with β=0.94. Although the effect is damped
in a homogeneous chain because of the dispersive transmis-
sion (i.e. |D|,1), for bosons we clearly observe an increase
of the probability to have two particles on the same side of
the chain, while fermions show a maximum of P jk when the
two particles are in opposite sides. In Fig. 6 (top) the bunch-
ing/antibunching behavior is evaluated by studying the cor-
relation function C jk=P jk−P jPk, where P j=
∑
k P jk takes into
account the distinguishable motion of the atoms in the lattice,
as in [10, 18]. As shown in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6, bosons bunch
while fermions and hard-core bosons anti-bunch.
One important question to address is whether any bunching
effect is observable without the impurity β=0 in the Hamil-
tonian (1). Hanbury Brown-Twiss correlations have been ob-
served in an optical lattice when the two particles are initially
in neighboring sites [9]. On the other hand, when the particles
are initially in distant sites no bunching effect appears even
when the onsite interaction U/J is not zero. This is shown in
the lower panel of Fig. 6, where the correlation function C jk
5a) b) c)
FIG. 5. (color online) Two particle correlation, P jk/Pmaxjk , for a unmodulated chain (Jn=J) with Hamiltonian (1), with an impurity in the middle
of the chain β=β50/50≃0.94, for bosons (a), fermions/hard-core bosons (c) and for the intermediate regime U/J≃0.71 (b). It is L=21, t=18J−1.
To cancel possible boundary effects, P jk(t) is plotted for t≃0.75t∗.
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FIG. 6. (color online) (top) Two particle correlations C jk=P jk−P jPk
for a unmodulated chain (Jn=J) with Hamiltonian (1), with an im-
purity in the middle of the chain β=β50/50≃0.94. Here L=21 at time
t≃18J−1, for (left) bosons, (right) fermions/hard-core bosons and for
the intermediate regime (center) U/J=0.71. (bottom) Correlation
functions C jk in absence of impurity, β=0.
between two particles initially in sites 1 and L is plotted when
β=0. A similar conclusion was given in Ref.[18] where two
particles initially separated by an empty site were analyzed.
These results justify the importance of introducing an optical
impurity to generate an effective beam splitter transformation
for incoming wavepackets, and then to produce interference
phenomena such as the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect between dis-
tant sites.
A finite U reduces the double occupancy probability for
two bosons on the same site and one expects a transition
from bunching to anti-bunching when U goes from 0 to ∞.
Our results show that P jk is almost indistinguishable from the
fermion case when U&10J. To highlight the transition from
bosons to hard-core bosons in Fig. 7 we report the two particle
correlator PLL(t∗, βopt) for different U and L=51, in a uniform
chain, normalized with respect to the U=0 case. For fixed
U, t∗ and βopt are found numerically by maximizing PLL(t, β)
around t∼L/J and β∼1. As shown in the inset of Fig. 7, the
observed optimal β for different U is approximately equal to
the value β50/50 obtained when U=0. In fact, in the inset of
Fig. 7 we plot the two-particle correlation PLL(t∗) as a func-
tion of the impurity strength β, and we can clearly see that
the β which maximizes PLL is almost independent on U. For
U.0.1J the bunching effect is almost unaffected, while for
U&3J a power law decay occurs and there is a rapid change
of behavior near U≃J. The threshold value Uc separating the
two regions is obtained by fitting the data in the power law
region and taking the intersection value with the unit constant
line. For L=51 in particular we estimate Uc≃0.71J. The es-
timated Uc is surprisingly similar to the critical value of the
Mott insulator transition at the boundaries of a one dimen-
sional chain (coordination number z=1) [64, 65]. This numer-
ical evidence raises interesting questions on the possibility to
detect the Mott phase transition via specific features of the
chain’s non-equilibrium evolution.
It is worth mentioning that the weakly interacting regime
U/J<1 is realized in [9], but also that the non-interacting
regime U=0 has been experimentally achieved with Cs atoms
loaded in a one-dimensional lattice, exploiting Feshbach res-
onances [66]. In view of other possible experimental appli-
cations with different atoms, we study in more detail how the
bunching effect is affected by the interaction. We evaluate the
relative variation of the two particle correlator |∆PLL |/PLL(0),
where ∆PLL≡|PLL(u)−PLL(0)|, as a function of the on-site
interaction u=U/J for a uniform chain with different chain
lengths L. As it is shown in Fig. 8 the relative variation is
lower than 5% in the range 0.06<u<0.1, and the threshold de-
pends on the chain length. We argue that this effect is due
to the larger spatial extent of the two traveling wavepackets
(≈ L1/3) that, accordingly, interact for more time in longer
chains.
6FIG. 7. (color online) Transition from bunching to anti-bunching.
Two-particle probability ˜PLL=PLL/PU=0LL , in a uniform chain, to have
two bosons in the last site as a function of u=U/J for β=βopt. and
t=t∗, normalized with respect to the U=0 case for L=51. (Inset)
ˆPLL=PLL/maxβ PLL as a function of β for fixed values of u (L=51).
FIG. 8. (color online) Relative variation of the two-particle correla-
tion |∆PLL|/PLL(0) as a function of the on-site interaction u=U/J in
the weakly interacting regime u<1 for a uniform chain with length L.
The gray dashed line represents a deviation of the 5% with respect of
the free-bosons case.
III. MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER
All the three optical elements which form a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer can be obtained in a lattice: beam splitters have
already been discussed; mirrors are implemented by boundary
reflections and a phase shift can be obtained by freezing the
hopping so that the system acquires a phase because of the
chemical potential. Alternatively a phase shift can be obtained
by applying a localized field in a site different from the middle
one. However, this does not allow for a continuous control on
the generated phase factor and has the further disadvantage
that, in this case, the reflected and the transmitted components
reach the two edges at different times.
In view of experimental applications, it is more compelling
to devise a scheme which minimizes the dynamical control
required on the chain. We show that the combined action
FIG. 9. Effective Mach-Zehnder interferometer where β=β50/50 and
γR is tuned such that φ=0 (left), φ=π/4 (centre) and φ=π/2 (right) –
see the discussion in the main text. We plot 〈n j(t)〉 vs position and
time in a chain with L=51. The first two and the last two couplings
are engineered according to [62] to reduce the wavepacket disper-
sion. An effective beam splitter operates twice in the middle of the
chain, while an effective phase shifter appears on the right half of the
chain.
of a beam splitter and a local phase-shifter can be achieved
by applying a different optical potential to the right half of
the chain: µ j=JγR for j>N+1, being again µN+1=Jβ50/50,
and µ j=0, j≤N. When γR,0 a particle acquires a tunable
phase φ∝γR while it travels in the right part of the chain.
We find that an effective 50/50 beam splitter can be ob-
tained also when γR,0 by tuning β50/50γR ≃β50/50γR=0 ≃1. As in the
γR=0 case, the scattering matrix can be approximately fac-
torized as S φ(t∗)≃D ˜S φ(t∗), being D a damping factor and ˜S φ
a unitary matrix. When β=β50/50γR the latter is found to be
˜S φ≃ 1√2
(
1 −ieiφ
−ieiφ e2iφ
)
where φ=γRt∗/π namely ˜S φ is a com-
position of a 50/50 beam splitter and two phase shifts. By
applying the unitary matrix ˜S φ twice one obtains an optical
operation which is equivalent (up to local phase shifts) to a
Mach-Zehnder unitary operation [67] (with phase 2φ).
As an interesting application, we show that by properly tun-
ing the phase φ∝γR one can vary the probability outcomes on
the two output ports: as in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
[67], depending on φ a particle traveling from site 1 goes to
site 1 or L after time 2t∗. This effect is shown in Fig. 9 for
a L=51 chain where we used the double optimal engineering
scheme [62] to minimize the dispersion and make D≃1.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a strategy to simulate arbitrary linear op-
tics networks with minimal control on static (potentially re-
mote) bosons in a many-site lattice. Our scheme do not re-
quire an active atomic transport with external potential, while
it exploits the natural atom dynamics (the quantum walk). Ul-
tracold atoms in optical lattices are the most natural realization
in view of recent unprecedented improvements in initializa-
tion and measurements [9–11, 45]. In particular, compared to
purely photonic setups, opening up this alternative arena for
7linear optics can have the advantages of Fock-state (e.g. sin-
gle atom) preparation (98% fidelity [9]), naturally a very large
numbers of modes (sites), and potentially a higher detection
efficiency (99% fidelity [50]) of a single atom in comparison
to a single photon.
We have shown that fundamental operations between arbi-
trary remote sites are obtained by mixing quantum walks with
suitably inserted local impurities. Several applications are
considered; in particular, the achievement of a 50/50 remote
beam splitter, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and the two-
mode Hong-Ou-Mandel effect – rather robust against on-site
interactions between atoms till a transition from bosonic to
fermionic behavior close to the superfluid-Mott critical point.
Possible sources of imperfections are discussed in the Ap-
pendix C. Since atoms can be prepared and detected with high
efficiency, our scheme may pave the way for the study of in-
terference effects in a many-boson optical lattice, such as the
boson sampling. Moreover, our beam splitters, in conjunction
with on-site interactions, should open up varied possibilities
for generating non-classical states [68].
In relation to recent experiments showing the Hong-Ou-
Mandel effect in adjacent wells [8], our protocol opens up to
scalable generalizations to many-site lattices.
Appendix A: Analytical derivation of the beam splitter
operation for an odd chain
We consider the dynamics of a single particle in a chain
with L = 2N+1 sites and nearest neighbor interactions, where
there is an energy barrier in position N + 1. In the single par-
ticle sector, the Hilbert space is composed by the states |n〉,
where n specifies the position of the walking particle, and the
Hamiltonian (1) can be written as
H = − J
2

2N∑
n=1
|n〉〈n+1| + h.c.
 − βJ|N〉〈N| . (A1)
Therefore, the reflection and transmission coefficient, as de-
fined in section I, are
R(t) = 〈1|e−itH |1〉 . (A2)
T (t) = 〈L|e−itH |1〉 . (A3)
If H = OEOT , in obvious matrix notation, is the eigenvalue
decomposition of the Hamiltonian, then R(t) = ∑k O21ke−iEk t,
T (t) = ∑k O1kOLke−iEk t.
The Hamiltonian (B1) is a quasi-uniform tridiagonal matrix
so the eigenvalues Ek can be computed by using recurrence
relations for the characteristic polynomial which in turn can be
expressed as Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind
[54]. For a odd site number chain with an impurity β in the
middle of the chain, we find that the characteristic polynomial
χ(λ) of the rescaled matrix −H/(2J) in terms of Chebyshev
polynomials of the second kind Un(x) is:
χ(λ) = (β − λ)U2L
(−λ
2
)
− 2UL−1
(−λ
2
)
UL
(−λ
2
)
. (A4)
The latter can be expressed in terms of trigonometric function,
with the substitution λ=−2 cos q [54]. By using the formalism
introduced in [54] we are able to compute the eigenvalues Ek
of H from the roots of χ(λ): We find that
Ek = E(qk) , E(q) = J cos q , (A5)
and that there exist three types of modes. In general there are
N type-I modes, N type-II modes and one out-of-band mode
which has complex qk (E(qk) is real). As the out of band mode
is localized close to the impurity we consider only type-I and
type-II modes in our discussion. We find
qIk =
kπ
N + 1
, qIIk =
kπ − φβ
(
qIIk
)
N + 1
, k = 1, . . . , N , (A6)
where φβ(q) = arctan
(
sin q
β
)
. Moreover, with the techniques
developed in [54] one can prove that for type-I modes OI1k =
−OILk while for type-II modes OII1k = OIILk, so that
R(t) ≃ U I(t) + U II(t) , T (t) ≃ −U I(t) + U II(t) , (A7)
where the approximation is in neglecting the out-of-band
mode, U I,II(t) = ∑k (OI,IIk
)2
e−itE(q
I,II
k ), and
(
OI1k
)2
=
sin2 qIk
N + 1
,
(
OII1k
)2
=
sin2 qIIk
N + 1 + φ′
β
(
qIIk
) . (A8)
The introduction of the energy impurity splits an incident
wave packet into a reflected and transmitted component. If the
wave-function is initially localized in site 1, then the transmit-
ted wave-packet travels towards the other boundary (site L)
while the reflected component travels back towards the ini-
tial site 1. The coefficients |T (t)|2 and |R(t)|2 then measures
respectively the probability that the transmitted wave packet
is reconstructed at site L and the reflected wave-packet is re-
constructed at site 1. A 50/50 wave packet splitting is then
realized when |T (t∗)| = |R(t∗)| after some transmission time
t∗ ≃ L/J. As we observed numerically that |U I(t∗)| ≃ |U II(t∗)|,
the 50/50 splitting is obtained when U I(t∗) ≃ ±iU II(t∗). In
the following we use the developed analytic solution to model
quantitatively the wave function splitting process.
One can show that U I(t) is formally analogous to one half
of reflection coefficient of a chain with N sites and without
impurity. Exploiting this analogy, one can use known results
[55] and get
U I(t) = 2(−1)N+1

(
2N + 2
Jt
)2
J2N+2(Jt) − 1JtJ
′
2N+2(Jt)
 ,
(A9)
where Jn(·) are Bessel functions of the first kind. From the
asymptotic expansion of U I(t) [55] one finds a transmission
time Jt∗ ≈ 2N + 2 + ξ(N + 1)1/3, where ξ ≈ 1.019. Even
though the term U II(t) is more complicated, since we know
the transfer time t∗ from the analysis of U I we can find a sim-
ple expansion of U II(t∗) in the limit L ≫ 1. To simplify the
notation, we set q ≡ qII. By multiplying and dividing the
8mode expansion U II(t) = ∑k (OIIk
)2
e−itE(q
II
k ) for ei(2N+2)q, using
(A6) and going to the continuum limit one obtains
U II(t∗) = 1
π
∫ π
0
dq e−it cos q−i(2N+2)qe−i2φβ(q) sin2 q (A10)
=
(−1)N+1
π
∫ π
2
− π2
dq eit sin q−i(2N+2)qe−i2φβ(q+π/2) cos2 q
In the limit N ≫ 1, owing to the stationary phase approx-
imation, the biggest contribution to the integral comes from
the points such that q ≈ sin q, namely q ≈ 0. Expanding the
first phase around this point one obtains t∗ sin q− (2N + 2)q ≈
ξN1/3q− t∗6 q3 . Then, to properly take into account the scaling
with N we set x=N1/3 tan q and we perform the limit N→∞.
The result is
U II(t) ≃ (−1)
N+1
πN1/3
∫ ∞
−∞
dx eiξx−ix3/3 f (x, β) , (A11)
where f (x, β) depends also on 1/N. Keeping only the first
order, one finds U II(t∗) ≃ 2 (−1)N+1N1/3 Ai(−ξ)
β−i
β+i , being Ai(x)
the Airy function [69]. U I(t∗) can be obtained as well from
this analysis since U I(t∗) = limβ→∞ U II(t∗). As discussed be-
fore, a 50/50 splitter is obtained when U II(t∗) = −iU I(t∗), i.e.
β−i
β+i = −i, and hence β = 1. To estimate the first order cor-
rections to this asymptotic value, we study the first subleading
order in the 1/N expansion. The result can be written in terms
of Airy functions and its derivatives and agrees with known
asymptotic expansions of Bessel functions [69]. We find that
the first order correction to β = 1 scales as β = 1 − ηN−2/3,
and
R(t∗)
T (t∗) = −i +
i
2
(2η − ξ)N−2/3 + O
(
N−4/3
)
. (A12)
To have a 50/50 splitting then η = ξ/2. In summary, as ξ ≈
1.019 [55], the final result of this section is that for L ≫ 1 a
50/50 splitting of the wave-packet is obtained when the height
of the barrier is
β50/50 ≃ 1 − 0.510
N2/3
≃ 1 − 0.809
L2/3
. (A13)
Higher order expansions can be obtained with the same
method, but one has also to consider the Euler-Maclaurin error
in approximating the sum (A7) with the integral (B7).
1. Bessel function expansion of U II(t)
An approximation for U II(t) is obtained with the help of the
Jacobi-Anger expansion
U II(t) =
∑
k
ρIIk
∞∑
m=0
ηmi−mJm(t) cos(mqIIk ) (A14)
where η0 = 1 and ηm = 2 for m , 0. As we are interested
in the neighborhood of t = t∗ and as the Jn(t) ≃ 0 for t . n,
we approximate the infinite sum by only considering Bessel
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FIG. 10. Coefficients cm vs. the impurity strength β for different
values of m. The values are obtained from the expression (A18) valid
when N → ∞.
functions with an order m ≈ t∗. By letting m → 2N + 2 + m
one can write
U II(t) ≃ 2(−1)N+1
M∑
m=−M
i−mcm JL+1+m(t) (A15)
where M counts the number of Bessel functions considered in
the approximation and
cm =
∑
k
ρIIk cos[(2N + 2 + m)qIIk ] (A16)
=
∑
k
ρIIk cos
[
mqIIk − 2φβ
(
qIIk
)]
. (A17)
We note that cm only slightly depends on the number of sites.
Moreover, as the non-uniform spacing is already included in
the dependence on β via the function φβ, we consider q as a
continuous variable and we substitute ∑k → Nπ
∫ π
0 dq. After
some algebra, we obtain
cm ≃ 4
π
∫ ∞
−∞
(
x − i
x + i
)m x2(
x2 + 1
)3 x
2β − 2ix + β
x2β + 2ix + β
dx , (A18)
valid when N → ∞. The dependence of cm upon β is dis-
played in Fig. 10 for some values of m. Negative values of m
are omitted since c−m = (−1)mcm. For β → ∞ only two coeffi-
cients are different from zero c0 = 12 and c2 =
1
4 . In that limit,
with some algebra one can show that U II(t) = U I(t): there is
no transmission and the dynamics mimic that of a chain with
N sites.
The dynamics of a single particle can be approximated by
Eq. (A15) with M = 3. Indeed, as show in Fig. 10, the coeffi-
cients cm are negligible for m > 3. By solving Eq. (A18) one
9obtains
c0 = 2β2 − 2β
3√
β2 + 1
− 1
2
, (A19a)
c1 = −2β3 + 2β
4√
β2 + 1
+ β , (A19b)
c2 = 4β4 − 4β
5 + 2β3√
β2 + 1
+
1
4
, (A19c)
c3 = −8β5 − 2β3 + 8β
6 + 6β4√
β2 + 1
. (A19d)
This approximation reproduces the dynamics around the
transfer time t∗ for chains as short as 11 sites and becomes
more accurate for longer chains.
Appendix B: Analytical derivation of the beam splitter
operation for an even chain
The beam splitter effect can be extended to even chains
(where L = 2N), by introducing an impurity coupling J′ in
the middle of the chain. The Hamiltonian (1) in the single
excitation subspace is then
H = −
 J2
2N−1∑
n=1
|n〉〈n+1| + J
′ − J
2
|N〉〈N+1|
 + h.c. . (B1)
The characteristics polynomial of the rescaled matrix
−H/(2J) is
χ(λ) = U2N (−λ/2) +
(
1 − η2
)
U2N−1(−λ/2) , (B2)
where η=J′/J and Un(x) are Chebyshev polynomials of the
second kind. Similarly to the previous case, we find that the
eigenvalues of H are given by (A5) with two different types of
modes defined by
kIj =
jπ − φI(k j)
N + 1
, (B3)
kIIj =
jπ − φII(k j)
N + 1
, (B4)
where j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
φI(k) = arctan
[
η sin k
1 − η cos k
]
, (B5)
φII(k) = arctan
[
η sin k
1 + η cos k
]
. (B6)
We find that the type-I mode eigenvectors satisfy OI1k=−OILk
while type-II modes satisfy OII1k=O
II
Lk, similarly to the previous
case, so Eqs.(A7) are satisfied. The latter expressions can be
evaluated as in appendix A in the limit L≫1. Indeed, similarly
to Eq.(A10) we find
U I,II(t) ≃ (−1)
N+1
πN1/3
∫ ∞
−∞
dx eiξx−ix3/3 f I,II(x, η) , (B7)
FIG. 11. Left bunching probability at the transmission time t∗ for
different values of u = U/J, when there is another particle in the
lattice. The initial state is |ψ(0)〉=a†1a†21a†j |0〉 where j ∈ {2, . . . , 20} is
the position of the unwanted particle that is represented by the x-axis
position. The chain has L=21 and it is minimal engineered with the
double optimal coupling scheme.
where x=N1/3 tan k and f I,II(x, η) depend also on 1/N. Keep-
ing only the first order, we find
U I(t∗) ≃ 2 (−1)
N+1
N1/3
Ai(−ξ)
[
i − η
i + η
]
, (B8)
U II(t∗) ≃ 2 (−1)
N+1
N1/3
Ai(−ξ)
[
i + η
i − η
]
, (B9)
being Ai(x) the Airy function [69]. As discussed before, the
50/50 beam splitting condition is achieved for U I(t∗)=iU II(t∗)
that lead to the coupling value η=
√
2−1. Deviations from this
value due to finite size effects have been investigated numeri-
cally, as shown in Fig. 4.
Appendix C: Imperfections
We discuss how possible imperfections in real experi-
ments could affect our theoretical results. We focus on
beam splitters and unmodulated chains. Firstly we con-
sider a non perfectly localized optical impurity with a Gaus-
sian profile β j=β50/50 exp[−(N+1− j)2/σ2]. We find that
ǫ=(|R(t∗)|−|T (t∗)|)/|R(t∗)|≃0 for FWHM.0.66a, being a the
lattice spacing. With suitably changed β50/50 we observe small
deviations (ǫ.5%) when FWHM.8a (L=51). An open-ended
chain can be realized in an extended lattice by adding two
strong localized fields βwalls on sites 0 and L+1. When βwalls
is sufficiently high, the effective chain resulting between sites
1 and L is almost decoupled from the rest of the lattice, e.g.
ǫ<5% when βwalls&3. A non zero curvature of the optical lat-
tice can be modeled via an effective chemical potential [49]
µeffj =µ−Jω2 j2/2. When ω.0.03 results do not deviate from
the ideal case.
Finally, in Fig. 11 we study the effect of an unwanted ex-
tra particle in our scheme, that might be present in the chain
because of an imperfect initial state preparation. We consider
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the initial state
|ψ(0)〉 = a†1a†La†m|0〉, m = 2, . . . , L − 1 , (C1)
and we study the probability to find two particles in the first
(last) site of the chain at the transmission time t∗ as a func-
tion of u and the initial position of the unwanted particle, irre-
spectively of the final position of the third particle. Defining
|φ j〉=a†1a†1a†j |0〉 the final state of the system at time t∗, in Fig.
11, we plot the quantity
P11(t∗,m) =
L∑
j=1
|〈φ j|U(t∗)|ψ(0)〉|2 (C2)
as a function of the initial position of the third particle m, for
a L=21 chain and . We see that for reasonably small values
of u the unwanted particle introduces no observable effects
independently from its initial position.
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